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2006 & 2007 C6 Corvette 
 Supplement Install Guide 

Use this guide in addition to the blip module install manual. 

Be sure ignition power is OFF during installation 
 

Prepare for installing the blip module near or in the glove box: 
 

Pin# Color Signal 
1 BLK GND System 

11 ORG +12V Switched PWR 

3 BRN Brake 0 to 12V 

4 YEL Clutch 12V to 0V (OR 0 to 12V) 

 Clutch - Fig1: Tap from Upper clutch switch Pin A, Grey wire to Blip Module YELLOW Fig1 
 Brake - Fig2:  Pin 12 (DK GRN) on BCM connector 3 – easily reached and tap-able via 

passenger side footwell, under floor mat panel.   
 12V can be any switched power, an inline switch is also recommended to 'turn off' blip 

when in the pits or during normal driving. 
 Ground - Fig3: Made via Inline Accelerator Pedal Harness 

Brake - Fig 1: BCM Location (Passenger side footwell)  
Brake: Remove the cover from C3/X3 and tap the Dark Green Wire to the BROWN wire 
of the blip module 
 

  BCM 12V Brake Locations: 
C3/X3 
A12 (Right Brake Lights) DK GRN 
A9 (Left Brake Lights) YEL 
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Clutch - Fig 2: Upper clutch switch CPP Switch Signal (Driver side footwell)  
Tap Pin A - Grey wire to the YELLOW wire of the blip module. 
 
 

 
 

Be sure ignition power is OFF or a DTC will be set for APP Sensors not present. 
 
Throttle Pedal - Fig 3: Inline throttle pedal connection (Driver side footwell)  

1. Unplug the female 6 pin connector from the accelerator pedal sensor. 
2. Plug the female 6 pin connector from the harness to the pedal sensor 
3. Plug the male 6 pin connector from the harness to the OEM female 6 pin 

connector 
4. Connect the 6 pin connecto to the blip module. 
 

The pedal and throttle blip are now ready for testing.  
 
NOTE:  The box always acts as a pass thru for the APP signals, even if the Blip module 
is NOT powered. 

       
 




